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**Abstract**

Scotland Study Day focused on the use of low-tech and high-tech methods to use eye gaze for communication. This book presents an overview of the use of eye gaze by people with communication disabilities, including case studies by people who use eye gaze and the professionals working with them, along with discussion of the issues arising from this exciting method to enhance communication opportunities for people with severe disabilities.

**Main findings**

The book contains papers presented by Mick Donegan, Janet Scott and Clare Latham, in addition to further contributions from Linda Mercer and Linda Page, Andrew Lawson, Sandra Miller, Sally Millar and Allan Wilson.

**Articles:**
- ‘Gaze Controlled Technology — How far Have we Come? Where are we Going?’, by Mick Donegan;
- ‘Snapshots of Using Eye Gaze — A Professional Journey into the World of Eye Gaze’, by Janet Scott;
- ‘Eye Gaze as an Access Method?’, by Janet Scott;
- ‘The “Look to Talk” Project – Learning to Communicate by Eye Pointing to Low Tech Systems’, by Katharine Buckley and Clare Latham;
- ‘Perspectives on Using Eye Gaze’, by Andrew Lawson, with Nicola Woodside and Janet Scott;
- ‘Experiences of a New Eye Gaze User’, by Linda Mercer and Linda Page;
- ‘To Eye Gaze or not to Eye Gaze? The Fife Experience!’, by Sandra Miller;
- ‘Using Eye Gaze in School’, by Sally Millar;
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